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Wheelchairs
modified for
racing

M dification to track wheelchair
d ·ign were made po ible by a change
in regulations by the organization
that anctions wheelchair athletic
competition, the National Wheelchair
Athletic Association.
Track team members plan to use the
one chair that is completed in an
upcoming regional meet in Michigan,
which will determine which athletes
will travel to the 1981 national
competition in Seattle, Washington.

Nursing and
Medicine
receive
plaques
United Health Services of Dayton
recently presented plaques to the
Wright State University School of
Nursing for supporting the Health0-Rama, and the WSU School of
Medicine for involvement in the
Health-0-Rama and the Tel-Med and
Drug Education programs.
Eleanor Graham, executive director of
United Health Services, presented the
awards to Dr. Margaret M. Moloney,
dean of Nursing, and to Francis M.
Paris, assistant vice-president for
Health Affairs and associate dean for
Hospital Affairs.
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Satirist solos

His satire is regularly featured on
the NBC radio network, in 100
newspapers via his column, and on
one-man specials on PBS television in
which he appears with his red, white
and blue star-spangled piano.

by The WrightStater. All rights
reserved. No part of this publication
may be reproduced without proper ,
attribution.

WRIGHT

Russell

Satirist Mark Russell, syndicated
newspaper columnist and regular guest
on NBC-TV's "Real People," appeared
at Wright State's Medical School
Auditorium. He presented his one-man
show entitled "Politics is a Laughing
Matter."
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A hapt r of Cir I K Int rnational, th
o due tional coll gi t volunt r
r i organiLation, i J tiv at Wright
tat und r th dir ti on of th group'
pr ident, graduat tudent T m
Andrew .

Wright t te' Wh
wrll turn in b tt r tim
ea on,
thank to new " racing" wheel hairs
th y are having con tru t d locally.

The WrightStater is mailed free of
charge to alumni, parents, faculty, staff,
and friends of Wright State University.
Free campus distribution makes copies
available to students.

The WrightStater (USPS 437-730) is
published six times a year,
January/February, March/April,
May/June, July/August,
September/October, and
November/December. Published by
Wright State University, Dayton, Ohio
45435, Office of University
Communications, Larry Kinneer,
director. Second class postage paid at
Dayton, Ohio.

Charitable
Circle K

Students, faculty and the public
attended the show.

Special art
displayed
Wright State hosted a "Very Special
Arts Festival" recently. The purpose of
the festival was to demonstrate the
impact of the arts in developing artistic
responsiveness and general learning
achievement among handicapped
children, youth, and older people.
The event also served as a means of
demonstrating that the arts are essential
to the complete development of al I
individuals.
Sponsored nationally by the National
Committee, Arts for the Handicapped,
the festival provided opportunities for
disabled persons to participate in art
and display their accomplishments.

The group stres es community
involvement through service projects
such as raising money for charities,
visiting the elderly, or sponsoring
activities for disadvantaged children.
On the local, district or international
level, members have the option of
also becoming involved in the
administration of the organization.

Professors
make news
Wright State University scientists
Dr. Jerrold Petrofsky, Chandler Phillips,
M.D., and Dr. Roger Glaser, continue
to make both national and international
news regarding their research project
which could lead in the future to
restoring muscle function in paralysis
victims.
Their work was covered in a four-page
article in the May issue of Discover
magazine, a national newsmagazine of
science published by Time Inc., and
has been written up in newspapers and
magazines across the country and in a
number of foreign countries. The
Washington Post ran the story and sent
it out over its wire service, as did
several international wire services and
newspapers, including the International
Herald Tribune and the London Daily
Telegraph. Ors. Petrofsky and Phillips
also appeared on ABC's "Good
Morning America" recently, and a
crew from the Canadian Broadcasting
Corporation plans to visit Wright State
later this summer to film a special on
their work for Canadian national
television.

Circus on
campus
Jugglers, clowns, "wild animals," and
"high wi r artists" were part of the
unique circus held on the main campus
recently. "The Greatest Show on
Wheels" was performed by the Rolling
Stock Theatre Company, a WSU-based
experimental theatre group.
The troupe, which includes both
disabled and able-bodied performers
created the atmosphere of a typical
circus. Individuals in wheelchairs
performed modified "high wire" and
"flying trapeze" acts.

Ko/men

Kol men
honored

The circus was Rolling Stock's own
creation and received a standing
ovation when it was performed in
Columbus in March.

Kolmen was honored for both his
scientific research contributions and for
helping others in their scientific
development.
His research included major
breakthroughs in the treatment of burn
victims. He has implemented concepts
dealing with interdisciplinary graduate
programs and was a primary planner
and developer of the Biomedical
Sciences Doctoral Program from its
inception at Wright State in 1979.

CSCreaches
$55,000

He serves on university committees and
is active in numerous community
organizations.

The official ending date for the annual
effort was May 21, but contributions
are still continuing to come in.
Campaign officials expect to.continue
receiving gifts and pledges through
June. A total of 738 faculty, staff and
students have contributed to date.

The Ohio Board of Regents, the
planning and coordinating agency for
higher education in Ohio, held its
scheduled meeting at Wright State
University recently.
The Regents toured the Wright State
campus in the morning, preceding their
meeting. The meeting was held
in the Medical Sciences Building
amphitheatre and was open to the
general pub I ic.

by Harry Battson
When Dr. Nicholas Piediscalzi,
professor of Religion at Wright State,
decided to follow the adventurous
footsteps of the fictional Phineas Fogg
and voyage Around the World in 80
Days, he combined educational
objectives with touring pleasures.

Dr. Samuel N. Kol men, assistant dean
in the School of Medicine and in the
College of Science and Engineering,
has received the Distinguished
Alumnus Award from the University of
Texas Graduate School of Biomedical
Sciences in Galveston.

Regents meet

Around the world
with Dr. Piediscalzi

The Campus Scholarship Campaign
surpasse~ its goal, reaching $55,679 to
date.

Anyone still wishing to donate may call
873-2251. All funds go to scholarships
for continuing Wright State students.

His round the world venture was
launched through an invitation to
attend a Marxist-Christian seminar in
Rome, a topic on which Piediscalzi and
Dr. Robert Thobaben, professor of
Political Science, authored a book.
Beginning from Minnesota, Piediscalzi
and his wife Sibyl flew to Japan, visiting
Wright State's sister institution, the
Okayama University of Science. "The
university there is very like Wright
State," Piediscalzi noted, "young,
vibrant, with a lovely location. The
hospitality was incredible."
The Okayama University president, Dr.
Tsutomu Kake, toasted Piediscalzi with
a gold sake cup given by the emperor to
Kake' s father, a renowned Japanese
educator. When Kake admired
Piediscalzi's tie, the WSU professor
took it off and gave it to him. Not to be
outdone, Kake sent for three of his ties
and gave Piediscalzi his choice.
While in Japan, Piediscalzi also
consulted with the staff of the Moral
Education Section of the National
Institute for Educational Research and
with experts on Shinto and Zen
Buddhism. Journeying to Hong Kong,
the Piediscalzis encountered Dr. Byron
Weng, former WSU Political Science
faculty member and now chairman of
the Department of Government at the
University of Hong Kong. In China, the
Piediscalzis interviewed the
vice-president of the China Buddhist
Association.

Traveling to
Bangkok,
Thailand, they
dined with the
brother of Dr.
Clyde Barbour,
WSU associate
professor of
Biological
Sciences, who
Piediscalzi
teaches there. In
India, Piediscalzi served as guest
lecturer at Satya Nilayam College and
consulted leaders of the minority
Marxist and Christian movements.
Reaching Pakistan, Piediscalzi met with
Dr. A.K.M. Aminul Islam, WSU
professor of Anthropology, currently
teaching and researching there. " We
put one foot into Afghanistan on the
Pakistan border, but we removed it
very quickly," Piediscalzi noted.
Advancing to Italy, Piediscalzi attended
the seminar and conferred with Senator
Giglia Tedesco, who lectured at Wright
State last fall on Italy's
Christian-Marxist movement.
Journeying to Geneva, Switzerland,
Piediscalzi met with the staff of the
World Council of Churches before
making a final stopover in Great Britain
(the origin of Phineas Fogg's fantastic
flight in Jules Verne's mind). There he
visited Thobaben and discussed a
second Marxist-Christian book which
the two plan, based largely on materials
gathered by both men in their travels.
"The whole trip went very smoothly,"
Piediscalzi said. "We bought an airline
package advertised as 'Around the
World in 80 Days' and we took the full
80." Amazed by Wright State's
international presence, Piediscalzi said,
"Before this trip I didn't dream that
Wright State stretched around the
world the way it does."•
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as its own
religion
" The American Revolution itself became the sacred
tale of origins, the center and the source for an
American c ivil religion ," she says. In th e power of
the Revolution , one nation would be created from
many people.
Civil religio n w an din the second half of th e 20th
century fo llow ing the w ar in Korea and Vietn am,
when " moral ambi guity clouded th dom ti c
. scene." Th e community w as no longer united by a
clear, common purpose.
The disruptive events of the 1960s and ' 70s and the
moral crises which followed have given way to a new
conservatism. The political mood of the country
has " parallels in organized religion," she says:
" Conservative and fundamentalist churches are the
fastest growing groups in this country right now.
Groups like the Moral Majority and the pro-lifers are
making their influence felt politically."

Krehbiel

by Carol Siyahi
The central religion of the United States is
Americanism.
This is one of the unusual definitions of the American
experience which characterizes the work of Dr.
Catherine Albanese, recently promoted to professor
of Religion at Wright State University.
While recent events like the Vietnam war, Watergate,
the Iranian hostage crisis and the 1980 election of a
new conservative government could each be
considered turning points in the recent political
climate of this country, Albanese wou Id argue that
they also are religious phenomena an'd part of the
continually evolving civil religion of America.
Albanese has an untraditional definition of religion.
To her, religion is a systematic way of better
understanding our individual identities and of making
sense of the tides of events which affect our lives as
individuals and as a nation.
She talks about two kinds of religions: extraordinary
and ordinary. The extraordinary encompasses the
more traditional understanding of religion: a pattern
of beliefs and their ritualization which provides a way
to link this wqrld to the next.
Mat she calls ordinary religion is virtually
synonymous with culture. It is the cement of
nationhood-the spiritual bonding (the civil religion)
of a people that helps them transcend the differences
in religions and heritages and promote a clear
purpose.
This latter kind of religion, when studied in
relationship to traditional definitions of religion, holds
a key to a new understanding of who and what we
are as Americans.
Having earned a bachelor's degree in Classics, a
master's in History, another in History of Christianity
and a doctorate in American Religious History from
the University of Chicago, Albanese came to Wright
State in 1972 after teaching at Duquesne University,
St. Xavier College in Chicago, and the University of
Chicago Extension. She has spent much of her adult
life digesting a wide body of knowledge relating to
the American experience. She has honed that
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knowledge into wisdom in the classroom . She enjoys
the give and take between herself and her students,
enabling her to clarify her thoughts and sharpen
her theories.
The result has been three published books over the
past five years. The most recent, America: Religions
and Religion, published this year by Wadsworth
Publishing, provides a journey of the mind into the
very roots of American society. It explores the
" manyness" of thi s country's religiou s and cultural
origins and the " oneness" of the civil religion which
is America itself.

Albanese attributes this changing political and social,
and thus religious, mood to " the fear of too rapid
change-the longing, the nostalgia for an America
that seems simpler and makes more sense.
Fundamentalism got its start in the late 19th and early
20th centuries specifically as a reaction to the
development of the scientific theory of evolution and
to other challenges that modern society was making
to religion," she says. " It's not surprising that
fundamentalism has become powerful again in a
period of conservatism. "

A lbanese' s sense of her own roots gives her study
immediacy. As near as she has been able to learn,
her father's family fled to Sicily from Albania during
a religious war in the 19th century. Her father
eventually emigrated from Sicily to the United States.
Her family history reflects the evolution which is the
story of so many American families.
Each group that came to the United States with its
separate customs and religions, changed through
time, she says. In the process of becoming part of the
mainstream of America, they also changed American
culture and affected its civil religion.
One of the key factors shaping America's civil
religion was the American Revolution.
In the Revolutionary era, people revered George
Washington as a divine man ..In doing so, Albanese
says, they were venerating the.divine abilities in us
all. "In the figure of Washington, they found a person,
larger than life, who could help to make them one."
The concept of Americanism as a religion of the
people first shows up in the historical documents of
the Revolutionary period. "The idea of America
itself became a center for religious worship, ''
Albanese notes.
In the early records of the Continental Congress
(1774-1776), there are repeated mentions of God, she
says. from 1778 on, the details of government begin
to take over, with r~ferences to God becoming scarce.
"Then, if you go to the Constitution, you find no
mention of God at al I.... The nation itself had
become transcendent.''

Albanese

Albanese has obtained a prestigious National
Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for
Independent-Study and Research, enabling her to take
a-sabbatical year during 1981-82.
'lhe fellowship will lead to further expansion of her
ideas and knowledge in an area of America's religious
history which has not received a great deal of
attention: the relationship of the New England
Transcendentalist~ like Ralph Waldo Emerson.to 19th
century occult, metaphysical and heating groups.
Through this experience, Albanese will continue to
interpret her studies of American religious origins,
adding to a fresh understanding of who and what we
are as American~.•

The role of the
WSU Art G~llery
by Harry Battson
Wh en people think of " p tron of th art "th y
typi ally vi ualize w althy mer h nt , r yal famili
rind p nd nt indu<>triali t pur h ing painting
pr viding tudio to st rving Pi a
Add t that Ii t th Wright t t Univ r ity G II ry.
" n purpo of th Gallery i to n ourag n w
rtistic activity," ac ording to Dire tor Michael Jon s.
" In this sense, the Gallery becomes a patron f r new
artwork."
In exhibiting work by contemporary arti ts, the
Gallery hopes to provide people in the Dayton area
with new art experiences. " A lot of terrific art is being
created today," said David Givler, assistant Gallery
director, " but you have to be open to it. The Wright
State University Gallery i the primary place in this
area that regularly shows contemporary art." The
Gallery does not compete with traditional art
museums, such as the Dayton Art Institute. " We deal
primarily with contemporary art because the Dayton
Art Institute maintains a general program that's
primarily historical," Jones said.
Assembling as many as 20 exhibits and special
projects a year, the Gallery has brought an immense
range of art to the WSU campus, including kinetic
light works, sand sculpture, and a pattern installation
that turned Gallery walls into brightly colored floral
and geometric designs.
" W 'd like to be known for our willingne s to
experiment," Jones aid. " When most people come
to the Gallery, they seek inspiration. They want to
experience feelings of exultation. We try to provide
that. But with experiemental, avant-garde works, we
run the risk that we may only excite a few people
instead of everyone."
The risk is well taken, Jones believes, because the
ideas behind the art are as important as the quality of
the work and its personal appeal to the viewer. "H ow
those ideas are working to expand the field of activity
in the visual arts is critical," Jones said. " It's not
enough for contemporary art to just look good.
People want to know, 'What does it mean?' Artists are
involved in pioneering ideas."

Ohio Council for the Arts in order to arrange exhibits
or sponsor the creation of new artwork by particular
artists. Grants also fund special shows which travel to
other galleries across the nation . Such cooperative
efforts between galleries help produce high quality
exhibits which effectively expand the staffs of smaller
institutions by indirectly " pooling" curatorial
expertise, Jones said.

While the WSU Gallery has exhibited the work of a
number of prominent contemporary artists, the
Gallery also provides a forum for regional artists.
Various issues touched in recent Gallery shows
Shows have featured a number of Ohio artists
included feminism, political consciousness, and
environmental concerns, Jones noted. Environmental working in a variety of art media. " It is critical," Jones
art, by its nature, must be presented outdoors, Jones
said, ·' for Ohioans to recognize and support the range
said. " It would be much easier for us just to do indoor of outstanding creative activity taking place right in
exhibitions, but in the last 10 years a very signficant
the state. We try to bring some of this activity to the
attention of the Dayton community as well as the
set of activities dealing with the environment and the
university community at Wright State."
implications of living in the world have been
explored by artists." Environmental artworks have
Jones sees the Gallery as one of the major pub I ic
been placed in various parts of the Wright State
attractions the university offers. " Really there are four
campus over the past several years. Wright State is
kinds of programs which attract the public to a
one of the relatively few institutions in the nation that campus such as WSU: sports, music, theatre, and
presents such experimental art activity, Jones said.
art." The Gallery keeps special hours to enable the
Many Gallery projects in.valve the creation of
temporary artwork which is literally dismantled after
the showing. The Gallery publishes catalogs to record
the art for posterity through verbal and photographic
description. "The art is ephemeral, exisiting for a
month, then vanishing. The catalog then becomes the
permanent record," Jones said.

public to view exhibits if they have come to Wright
State for theatre or music performances. "When an
event draws people to Wright State, we want to make
as much available for them to see and do as
possible," Jones said. "Many people are now in the
habit of seeing a theatre show and then taking in the
latest Gallery exhibit."

The Gallery has been successful in obtaining grants
from the National Endowment for the Arts and the

The Gallery has a small but developing collection
which has required the development of certain

museum functions. The bulk of the collection
currently decorates offices around campus on loan,
but it still provides a useful instructional tool for
students in the Gallery Management program taught
by the Gallery staff. Two major donations have
enriched the Gallery's permanent collection, one
from former WSU Trustee Robert Oelman and the
other from Leonard Boucour, a manufacturer of
artists' paint . Exhibiting artists occasionally
contribute a work to the Gallery. The Gallery is
currently working to match a grant from the National
Endowment for the Arts which would permit the
acquisition of a number of new works of art.
Reflecting on the Reagan administration's reduced
funding for the arts, Jones predicts some radical
changes for the art world.
" There will be a one or two year transition period
where museums and gaHeries will simply have to find
other revenue sources," Jones said. "It is hard to tell
just what changes wiU come. Obviously, there will be
some reduction in servrces and programming over the
short term. Perhaps a number of institutions will
succeed in finding substantial private funding. We at
the Gallery are going to work vigorously to develop
new sources of support."
Jones hopes to develop a "substantial endowment"
over the next few years which would provide
permanent funding for the Gallery program. "If we
are successful, then artists in Ohio and around the
country will continue to regard us as a significant
patron of the arts."•
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The f tur of tele visio n

The m<1ss1ve exp,11v-.ion of cable that hit the TV
industry in the l,1te '70.., promi.., ,.., to continu until
c,1ble re,1Ch 's virtu,1lly ,111 Arnerican horn's by 2000,
hrir ging with it ne,uly a. . many vi 'Wing ho1c 's as
numb 'r" on tlw TV di<1I. Air ,1dy there e .ist . . pecial
channels cl<.'vot 'd to iilrns, sport...,, n 'Ws dnd pub li
t1it«1irs, p 'rtorming arh, worn 'n'" i<;su s, and
chi I lr n's progr, rnrning. Som', l1 k Hom Bo.
O ffi , ar pay hann b to whi h vi w r pur ha
a e for an addi tion al subs ription f , and om
ar suppo rt d by adverti sing rev nue .
Su ch p cia lized programming exi t beca use a
market exists. " Th e 1980 ce n u indi ca tes th at our
popul atio n mi x is radi cal ly di ffe rent, creatin g a new
type ofTV aud ience," aid Say r.
·
Th e three maj or over-th e-a ir network , whi ch have
generall y ai med fo r broad ma appeal, face
inc rea . in g co mpetition from ca bl e. " Networks wil l
not ex i t if they ontinu e th e sa me programmin g th ey
have in th e pa t," sa id Sayer. " At th e very least,
co mpetitio n w i ll becom e much more intense for
broadca ti ng events like national election s and th e
Ol y m pics." A network could ev ol ve into several
cab le channels appea lin g to pecia l interests. Im ag ine
an al I-soap opera chann el.

Dra)tic changes will occur in telev; sion in the next 20 years. Already the television set has grown appendages
in th e fo rm o/ \'idea disc players, video tape recorder , and el c tronic games uch a " Spa ce lnvad rs," played
/J y Jc: ..,;ca Bathon and h r father, Harry .

by Rhonda Peoples
l.Jke many Americans in the year 2000, Mary Miller
begins and ends her day watching television.
Mary reads the morning news on the cable news
channel. Then she asks her TV for a visual display of
the day's program schedule for the performing arts
channel. She instructs her videotape recorder to tape
a live concert for broadcast later in the day.
Next Mary uses her television to contact her bank.
The television shows a statement of her account and
a reminder that her rent is due today, so Mary
authorizes payment. Then she contacts the nearest
supermarket for a list of produce prices and sends
the store her order.
When it' s time for the regular meeting of Mary's
psychology class, she tunes in the local university
channel. This is the day of the midterm exam. Test
que tions appear on the screen and Mary respond s
with her answers.
Later that afternoon , Mary contacts the university
library data bank to find the information she needs for
a research paper. The reference material is stored in
her television for later retrieva l.
In the evening, Mary watches a documentary on one
of 70 channels for which her TV is equipped. Since its
contents are relevant to her research paper, Mary
orders a transcript of the show which promptly arrives
via a printing device.
Just as television has progressed from black and white
to color, from bulky console to streamlined portable,
and from expensive to affordable, it w i II soon make
the transition from " TV set" to " video center."
In the late 1940s, "television was seen as just a weird
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toy, " aid Dr. James Sayer, WSU associate profe sor
of Communication and co-ho t of the Wright State
produced public affairs program " Focus," which airs
on WPTD. " Now it' s changed our habits and our
lifestyles, but these changes are nothing like what's
going to happen in the next 20 years."
Already the television set has " grown appendages" in
the form of video disc players, video tape recorders,
and electronic games. These first examples of
alternative uses of the television screen as a display
system will become less a videophile's plaything and
more a standard feature of the home video center.
The LP record collector of today may become the
videodisc collector of tomorrow, compiling
collections of favorite movies. Videotaping, however,
may prove to be more popular and practical,
providing yet-undeveloped facets of home taping.
" Where we are now in videotaping is like where we
were in 1953 in color TV," said Sayer.

Special interest cabl e programming-calle d
" narrowcastin g" becau se it appeal s to a limited
audience- is economically fea sible because of
satellite te chnology's cost-efficient method of TV
transmi ss ion. Continent-to-contine nt broadca ting is
made possible by satellites which beam TV signals to
earth stations or " dishes" which then relay programs
through cable networks. " Superstations" like the
Cable News Network, a 24-hour-a-day station which
includes segments on health, science, religion, and
economics, employs that method to reach millions of
homes across America.
Yet the cooperation between satellite and cable
systems may soon shift to competition as satellite
corporations refine methods of beaming programs
directly into the home via scaled-down " dishes" or
antennas that would retail at an estimated $200 to
$400. With such equipment, " the selection of
programs would be almost limitless. The only limit
would be the number of channels your TV would be
equipped for-perhaps a hundred," said Sayer. " It
could be somewhat chaotic. Consider how thick the
TV Guide of 2010 might be!"

0her modern novelties may quickly become
standard equipment. In 2000-or even earlier- your
living room may house a video component system
consisting of a video disc player or tape deck; stereo
speakers; a TV tuner; a large, flat screen about the
depth of a picture frame, mounted on a wall or stand;
and a mini-computer with keyboard controls. Or you ·
might choose to have all this equipment in one fairly
compact console.
Either way, your relationship to your television will be
drastically altered, asserted Sayer. The transformation
will be two-fold: first, a change in the type and variety
of programming; and second, the marriage of TV and
computer technology. The magic ingredient in the
changeover is cable.

Bank transfers and supermarket orders will
be activated via television.

·'·.

. . . ·. ·::·.- ·._:
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Cable, though, has the additional capacity of
accommodating not ju tone-way but two-way
communication. The viewer would change from
passive recipient to active participant in the world
of television.
Sayer and other Wright State experts agree that
experimental station QUBE in Columbus is a clue to
tomorrow's viewer interaction with television.
Subscribers to the station can take part in game shows
or indicate their opinions on political issues by
pushing response buttons located on the channel
selector box. An expanded version of the two-way
setup could open a world of information services to
home viewers.
6ch home might be connected by two-way optical
fiber cable, much like today's telephone network. An
alliance of television and computer will create
consumer accessibility to a central data bank which
will, in turn, be connected to local retailers, banks or
libraries. The TV of the future becomes a terminal.
This compatibility is a natural, since "television is a
display system, and a computer is an information
storage system. All you need to utilize the potential of
the hardware is a method like cable to relay signals
between the two," said Bil I Lewis, WSU director of
Telecommunications.

Although Americans would probably prefer to retain
money, the volume of paperwork associated with
financial transactions would dwindle. In fact, TV has
the ca pa bi lity to absorb much of the written
communication we take for granted todayeverythi ng from newspapers to mail.

habits, bank balance and political preferences.
Although already your vital statistics are stored via
your social security number, " 'they' don't have your
opinion," said DeBarone. If your television could be
'' tapped," then your right to privacy could be
seriously threatened.

"Newspapers as we know them will definitely
disappear," predicted Dr. Elissa DeBarone,
Communication instructor who teaches journalism.
The rising costs of newsprint and silver used in
printing will make newspapers uneconomical. News
of the future, instead of being read by a broadcaster,
might be "spelled out" on the screen, retaining the
traditional style and format of newspapers. Video
news would be "an amalgam-partly pure journalism
and partly video. It will still call for literacy skills,"
said DeBarone.

If the diversification of TV's functions seems to be
leading Americans deeper into an increasingly
mechanized, depersonalized, "Big Brother" society,
then consider its role as energy saver, opinion maker,
and even instrument for world peace.

This method of transmitting written text via
computer-what Lewis called teletext-could also
convey written information from the library to the
home. Hundreds of pages of reference material from
books or periodicals could be transmitted and stored
in the video center for ready access at any time by the
viewer. "Hard" copies on paper could be produced
by a printing device. The printer could develop into a
substitute for the postal service. Your bills, instead of
arriving in the mail, will arrive at your video center.

Home access to the data bank will eliminate "running
Other traditions will be affected as well. Television's
errands." Shopping at home will be possible through
two-way communication capabilities will allow
your computer-TV, which will display a list of
education
to become increasingly media-oriented,
supermarket prices or a catalog from a department
with
channels
offering courses for credit. "It may well
store. To make a purchase, you will punch an order
be possible for an individual not to have to leave
on your keyboard, and the request will be relayed to
home to obtain all his education through graduate
the merchant.
school." said Sayer.
Nor will you need to make a special trip to pay for
The nature of our political process cou Id be altered.
your order. When you contact your bank via
computer, a statement of your account will appear on Home voting at the video center could create an
"immediate plebiscite," complete election results for
the television screen. You'll authorize payment, and
an
entire voting district being compiled almost
the amount wi 11 be transferred to the merchant's
instantaneously.
The easy push-button method might
account. Checks, and the task of keeping the
be
used
in
public
opinion polling as well.
checkbook balanced, would disappear. So many
purchases could be made via computer that "without Your central data bank, so capable of storing the
information you want, also will be able to store what
question, we could eliminate the use of money,"
you don't want others to know, like your spending.
according to Dr. Sayer.

As the increasing shortage and cost of gasoline affects
our mobile society, "two-way television will be a
godsend," said Sayer. Though the various television
services-news, entertainment, education, financial
transactions-will probably be available only by
subscription, the cost of installing and operating the
home video center is expected to be far less than the
purchase and maintenance of an automobile in the
year 2000.
Wight State experts agree that access to dozens
of channels will create a virtual explosion of
information. Public knowledge of world affairs will be
more extensive than ever as competition for viewers
drives television toward ever-deeper exploration of
world issues. International broadcasting will allow us
to see foreign people and their lifestyles as easily as
we now see our own.
What we might discover as the television camera
penetrates the far corners of the earth is that people
everywhere are remarkably similar. Television might
create the "global village"-the blending of all
people and the dissolution of color, class and cultural
barriers-that media philosopher Marshal I McLuhan
envisioned. If, as Sayer pointed out, TV coverage of
the Vietnam conflict rallied public oppositon, then
television eventually may play a crucial role in the
elimination of war.
Whatever its effects, television will undoubtedly
assume increasing importance in our daily lives. So
much importance that perhaps, as Lewis remarked,
"we'll have a TV we can't turn off."•
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Graduation day

W right tat Univ r ity awarded 1, 909 degr e
during it 14th annu I comm n ement
r o niz1ng th I rg c,t gr duating la
tat hic,tory.
ra

V n Bodenhausen, wa announced at the ceremony.
Alumni Association award for Teaching Excellence
were al o announced during the ceremony. Dr. Mary
Lou White, a ociate professor of Education in the
College of Education and Human Services, was the
primary recipient of the $1,500 alumni award and a
ilver medallion.
T he additional four recipients were: Dr. Charle J.
Hartmann, associate profe sor of Law, College of
Bu iness and Administration; Dr. Terry A. McKee,
as ociate professor of Mathematics, College of
Science and Engineering; Dr. Gerald P. Sturm,
a ociate professor of Education and Human
Services; and Dr. Robert G. Thobaben, profe or of
P litical Science, Col leg of Liberal Arts.

President Robert Kegerreis presents the Doctors of Laws to Jvonette Wright Miller and Horace A. Wright.

Besides Dr. Kegerreis, outgoing student government
pre ident Brenda Walker and Alumni Association
pre ident Jerome Sutton addres ed the graduate .
WSU Trustee Rever nd Arthur Younger delivered the
invocation.
The Univer ity Symphony Band, condu t d by
Lawrence Mallett, pr vided mu ical accompaniment.

Dr. Mary Lou White accepts the Alumni Association Award for Teaching
Excellence from Jerome Sutton, Alumni Association pres ident.
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Graduates share
name and goals

by Linda Smith
Education, according to James and Wayarne Harlan,
has always been a number one priority at their home.
In June the Harlans were graduated from Wright State
University, culminating a life-long dream. But they
face additional academic challenges in the future.
The brother and sister have each earned a scholarship
to attend a professional schoql: James, the University
of Cincinnati law School; Wayarne, the Ohio State
University School of Medicine.
After completing law studies at UC, James will fulfill a
four-year obligation to the Army, performing legal
services with the Judge Advocate Corps. " I will deal
with contracts and court martials," James said.
Although interested in pursuing corporate law,
making money is not a prime interest in James' life.
" I've been of modest means long enough that I'm
used to it. Money isn't the main factor in the type of
corporate law I wantto practice. I want my work to be
satisfying and rewarding, and hopefully help people
in the process."

A

legal career is not his sole aspiration. A free spirit,
James hopes to tackle a number of projects, including
traveling extensively in the United Stt:ltes and Europe,
making movies, and racing cars. "I don't want to
practice law forever. I would like to evaluate my life
and priorities at age 40 to see what I want to do with
the rest of mv life."
In contrast, Wayarne envisions medicine as a lifeiong
profession. Working as a nursing assistant
at St Elizabeth Medical Center and inspired by
observing doctors firsthand, she decided to pursue
a medical career while still in high school.
"I like the independence of working ac:; a physician,"
she said. "It is more than a job. If you are really
interested in helping people and improving health
conditions, you would certainly enjoy medicine as a
profession."
Wayarne wants to be a physician in Family Practrce
Medicine, operating in an inner-city clinic with other
doctors. "I want to stay busy all the.time and help all
disacivantaged groups. I want to treat my patients but
also educate them in proper nutrition and hopefully
prevent diseases."
James and Wayarne credit their family, the Wright
Sta~ faculty, and their ow11 ·self-motivation for their
success. Their family relationship has been a
motivatin~ factor in their lives.
"Wayarne and I and our younger brother and sister

Wayarne and James Harlan take a break between classes.
have the same goal-to obtain the best education
possible," said James. "Wayarne and I were very
competitive about grades in elementary and high
school.Our younger brother and sister are making all
A's in high school now and they want to go into
medicine." According to James and Wayarne there
has always been a tremendous parental push to do
their best. Their parents are proud of their academic
accomplishments, realizing they reflect.the
educational values instilled-at home.
Their mother has been a registered nurse for more
than 20 years, which influenced three of the four
children to aim for a medical career. "I didn't feel I
had the aptitude for medicine," said James. "As long
as we are doing the best we can at whatever we
choose to do, our parents are happy."
James and Wayarne agree that parents can provide
encouragement but you must motivate yourself to do
the work.
Wayarne believes the B.S. program she pursued in
Biology at Wright Statt: achieves excellence through
diversification~ "I could take so many additional
courses that I was interested in-anatomy, physiology
and biochemistry-that will better prepare me for
medical school. Other schools want you to stick to a
strict program for pre-med. At Wright State the
Biology program is a lot more flexible."·She also
praised the i.ndividual attention provided each

student. " I received a lot of encouragement and
support from advisers and professors who took a
personal interest in my professional goals. Excellent
recommendations from faculty members helped me
get a $6,000 scholarship to Ohio State."
J ames, who earned a B.A. in Political Science, also
credits much of his success in securing a $3,500
scholarship from UC to Wright State professors. "You
learn different things from different teachers," he said.
" Dr. Perry Moore (chairman of Political Science)
taught me the applied part of Political Science. Dr.
Jim Jacob (assistant professor of Political Science)
pointed out that intellectuals do have a place in
society. Dr. Reed Smith (professor of Political
Science) taught me that ypu have a place in society
and that you are responsible not only for yourself, but
for other people. The opportunities for a great
education are available at Wright State if you want to
take advantage of them."
James and Wayarne will sail on separate ships this
September, but the closeness of their relationship will
bridge any ocean. During their undergraduate years
at Wright State they have encouraged each other,
shared a ride to school, and provided an abundance
of mutual support.
"We help.each other," said Wayarne. "But if one
doesn't succeed, the other will never let him
live it down."•
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Alum notes

Director's

column
I would like to
ngratulat al I
1981 graduat
and urge them to
take an active
part in the
Alumni
Association by
becoming a
member. Not
only do we urge the support of new
graduates but it is crucial that all
graduates join the Association to make
it a viable and integral voice in forming
the future development of Wright State.
The Alumni Association has something
to offer everyone, including offering
closer contact with the University on a
continuing basis.
In the coming year it will be my
pleasure to participate in a number of
alumni professional seminars. On
July 15, I will lead a discussion group in
Washington DC at the National CASE
Conference. August 5, I will give a
session on Urban Campus Alumni
Operations at the CASE Summer
Institute aimeQ at alumni
administrators. And February 24, I will
be in Chicago leading a conference
specifically designed for urban
colleges. If I will be in your area,
contact me in Dayton, and perhaps we
can arrange to get together and share
ideas for the coming year.
On the bad news-good news side, I
would like to report that it is apparent
that the State of Ohio may not stimulate
higher education through appropriate
funding without some encouragement
from the people of Ohio. With more
than 65% of our total alumni body
residing in Ohio, we urge you to make
your voice heard at the state level to
encourage more state support to higher
education in Ohio. Wright State
realized a 77% increase in alumni
contributions last year (July
1980-June 30 1981) which is a step in
the right direction, but we have a long
way to go to meet the cha I lenges of the
future. The number of contributors
went from 412 to 2030, which is also
respectable, and with your help we can
do even better in 81-82.
Pat Moran
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Tennis, Cincinnati Reds,
softball, golf

Scholarship report,
Air Fair, Distance Race

A tennis clinic will be held for graduates on July
18, to get you in shape for a tennis tournament on
September 12. The Cincinnati Reds weekend is
set for August 15-16 and the Steve Shook
Memorial Softball Tournament is scheduled for
August 29-30. Another golf outing at Cassel Hills
is set for August 21. For detai Is cal I 873-2620.

The Frank Salsburg Memorial Scholarship has a
total of $1, 165. Donations to the scholarship fund
may be made to the WSU Foundation. The
Alumni Office is in charge of the Wright State
booth at the Air Fair, July 25-26. Stop by and say
"hello." The Distance Race is set for
September 27. Runners and volunteers are
needed. Call 873-2620.

Ronald Clericus (B.S. Computer
Science 76) married Pamela Clay
recently. Ronald is a software computer
engineer. They reside in Huber
Heights.

70-73
Patrick R. Bihn (B.S. Social Studies 70)
is a field representative in the Iowa
State Education Association in west
entral Iowa. In Jun 1980, he married
Janel Elain Conn r of Glidden, Iowa.

Robert J. Haas (B.A. Political Science
76) was married in Jun , 1978. He is
assistant manag r of Wi Ison Shoe Store
in Bowling Green, Ohio, and is on the
board of the Downtown Business
Association.

R. Nelson Ritner (M. B.A. Management
70) recently joined Federal-Mogul
Corporation, in Southfield, Michigan.
He is the industrial marketing manager
for worldwide marketing.
Federal-Mogul is a supplier of
components to the automotive,
agricultural, and industrial markets.
Nelson previously worked for the Ford
Motor Company.
Gerald Craig (B.S. Financial
Administration 71) is employed at
Home Federal Savings and Loan
Association in Xenia and recently wed
Judy Musgrove.
Terry W. Simonton.(B.S. Accountancy
71) was a department head at
International Harvester in Springfield,
Ohio, until recently being named
internal central inventory controller.
W .P. Sinclair (B.A. Social Work 71)
is an administrator for St. Mary
Orphanage in Nashville, Tennessee.
Abraham Okunade (M.S. Economics
73) has been working for the Oyo State
Government in Nigeria. He has served
the state in several capacities ranging
from state auditor to state budget
analyst. He is now with the Department
of Education and is the assistant
principal state inspector of education.
Abraham receives The WrightStater and
indicated in a recent letter that he
enjoys the "excellent" publication.

J. Donald Mottley (B.A.

Zaharako
and wi 11 continue to instruct classes
and coach the soccer team.
Bonnie L. Gale (B.S. Accountancy 75)
is a CPA and has been appointed
budget director in the general office's
financial operation at L.M. Berry.
Bonnie joined the company in 1977 as
the assistant to the company's director
of operations accounting. L.M. Berry
and.Company sells yellow pages
telephone directory advertising.

Ann Olivia Wilson Westbeld (B.S.
Elementary Education 76) received her
master's degree in Administration and
Supervision from U.D. in August 1980.
She and her husband, Daniel, are the
parents of two daughters.

77-78
Barry E. M assie (B.S. Biological
Sciences 77) will be completing his
two-year tour as a Southern Baptist
missionary to the Lahaina Baptist
Church, Lahaina, Maui, Hawaii, this
August. He has been accepted in the
Glenn Helen Outdoor Education
Internship Program, to begin this fall.
Sheryl Nash (B.A. English 77) is doing
graduate work at John Carroll
University. She is a member of Phi Mu
Sorority. Sheryl is an English teacher
employed by the Cleveland Public
Schools. She recently married John
Ulery who is employed by Flexalloy.

74-76
Deborah L. Silver Roseu (M. Education
74) became the mother of a boy last
fall. She is married to Dr. Richard
Roseu, a professor at Claflin College.
They live in Orangeburg, South
Carolina.
Alan Zaharako (B.A. Political Science
74) will coach the 1981 WSU soccer
team. He succeeds Jim Droulias who
resigned after the 1980 season. Alan is
currently a soccer instructor at Wright
State and teaches beginning,
intermediate, and advanced levels of
the class to university students. He will
remain a full-time staff member in the
Purchasing Department at Wright State

Political
Science 76) became county
commissioner Charles F. Horn's
administrative aide in January. He is
working on a county charter proposal
that may eliminate his own job. The
charter cal Is for revising the structure of
county government. The proposal is
not geared to the hiring of paid
administrative assistants to individual
commissioners.

David Rose (B.S. Accountancy 77) is
now with a CPA firm in South Bend,
Indiana. He is working with the general
audit staff of the firm. David was living
in Lima, Ohio prior to his move to
South Bend.

Cale
Kenneth W. Wood (B.S. Physics 75) is
currently completing a Ph.D. in Physics
in the area of computer aided
instruction. He has been teaching
electronics as well as developing
computer aided instruction materials
for electronics. He completed his Ph.D.
at the University of Utah this spring. His
first child, Christopher, was born in the
fall of 1979.

Doris Day requests
The WrlghtStater"
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We recently sent Doris Day a Famous Ohioans
Poster and by return mail she graciously replied,
" I can't tell you how thrilled I am with my poster.
I'm looking forward to framing it and it will have
a very special place in my new home. You asked
what I' m doing now and about my future plans.
I'm building a beautiful home on almost eleven
acres in northern California . It's just about
finished and not only is it wonderful there, but it
will be a haven for all of my animals. Thank you

too for sending me the copies of your paper, The
WrightStater. You've all done a marvelous job
and I'd really like to be on your mailing list." Miss
Day is from Cincinnati and appears on the color
poster distributed by the Admissions Office.

In her n w post she will be in harge of
publi c relations, and will erv
northwe t region al dire tor f th
C mp Fir Coun ii.

n o nfin d to w h el hair
si n a wi mm i ng c id nt at age 17.
He i a reci pie nt o f th e W ayne
Town ship Jaycees Di stin gui shed
Service Award, received January 18,
19 78, and the Air Force Organizational
Exce llence Award , earned during
1978- 80 .
David Clay (B.S . Secondary Education
78) recently married Ellen Rempe.
David is an underwriter for Central
Mutal Insurance Company.

79-80
Erin Barrett (B.S. Special Education 79)
works in Special Education at
Northmont Schools. She is affiliated
with Delta Zeta Sorority and recently
married Bruce Rockwell, also a Wright
State graduate.
Laureen McGowan (B.S. Medical
Technology 79) is a research chemist
for Procter and Gamble in Cincinnati.
She is engaged to Michael Minardi who
is a research engineer at Georgia
Institute ofTechnology in Atlanta. A
July wedding is planned.
Carolyn L. Ramey (B.5. Rehabilitation
Education 79) recently was named
" Handicapped Professional Woman of
the Year" by the Pilot Club of Iowa
City, Iowa. She is a research assistant in
the Department of Recreation at the
University of Iowa and a graduate
student in therapeutic recreation at UI.
She was selected for the award by Pilot
Club " for surmounting her handicap
and for her interest and involvement in
service activities." Carolyn h.as been a
member of the Johnson County Citizens
Committee for the Handicapped and
has been assisting with their Systems
Unlimited program.

o i ty' Chemi al Ab tra t S rvic in
lumbu , Ohi o. Fay i workin g as a
taff editor in editorial operation s.
Chemical Abstracts Service is the
world ' s principal information center for
chemical science and technology.
Laurie A. Edwards (B.S. Medical
Technology 80) is a medical
technologist at Greene Memorial
Hospital. She resides in Fairborn, Ohio .
Martha Evans (M.Ed. Counseling 80)
recently became affi I iated with the
Washington Court House Senior High
School. She is working there as a
guidance counselor and wants to assist
students on an individual basis, offer
them assistance for personaVgrowth
and help them fulfill their life goals.
Susan Fecke (B.S. Nursing 80) is a nurse
on the staff of Children's Medical
Center in Dayton.
Chris Fiumera (M.Ed. Psychology 80) is
a school psychologist for Mt. Vernon
City Schools.
Robert J. Golden (B.A. Communication
80) is a management executive with
Bell Publicom in Dayton, a consulting
firm.
Gordon L. Grening (B.S. Computer
Science 80) is a Lieutenant in the US
Air Force working as a system
development officer for OCHAMPUS
in Aurora, Colorado.
Timothy S. Hershey (B.S. Accountancy
80) is an employee of James E. Scholes
CPA in Dayton. He recently married
Monique Lacroix.

William Jeffcott (M .B.A. A countan y
80) an in tru ctor of Ac ountancy
placed fir tin Ohio in th e November,
1980 state CPA exam.

He received a gold medal for
achievement from the Ohio Society of
Certified Public Accountants and will
receive the " Elijah Watt Sells
Certificate for Performance with High
Distinction" from the American
Institute of Certified Public Accountants
for his outstanding performance.
William placed 103rd in the nation
among 63, 179 taking the exam. He
is also affiliated with Douglas Fink and
Associates.
Coleen M. Keller (B.S. Education 80) is
pursuing a graduate degree in Theatre
Arts at Miami University.
Donald Keltner (B.S. Computer Science
80) after working for two years,
accepted a position as a system
engineer with the Third National Bank
in Dayton.
Phillip McKeehen (M.S. Mathematics
80) is a mathematician for the Foreign
Technology Division at WrightPatterson Air Force Base. He is also an
adjunct instructor at Wright State.
David Miller (B.A. Communication 80)
became engaged to Vicki Cooper and is
currently working for Sabre Systems
Service in Centerville.

Jame F. Reist (B.A. Politi al
80) i urator of anatomy at th
Mu s um f N atu ra l Hi c;to ry. H
in Dayt n, Ohio.
Kimberly Porter Rossel (B.5.
Elementary Edu cation 80) is working
with the Fairborn City School a a
learning disabilities tutor. She and her
husband are living in Kettering.
Diane Lynn Smith (B.S. Art Education
80) recently married Alan Pierce and
is working as an art teacher at C.R.
Coblentz Middle School in West
Manchester, Ohio.
Robert Turner (B.A. Sociology 80) is at
the University of Arkansas working
with Baptist student unions in the
areas of evangelism, outreach, and
enlistment.
Gaylon Vickers (B.A. English 80) is a
reporter for the Zanesville Times
Recorder and freelances for the
Columbus-Citizen Journal and UPI. He
served as editor of the WSU Guardian
from 1978-80.
Beth E. Vines (B.S. Nursing 80) is a
registered nurse at Miami Valley
Hospital. She recently married David
Zainey.
Joseph D. Webb (B.F.A. Theatre
Design/Technology 80) is with the Old
Globe Theatre in San Diego, California.
He is an assistant craftsman, and began
his new job in April.

Jane Morner (M.S. Education 80) is a
high school librarian at Bellevue, Ohio
near Sandusky.
Janet Lee Morrell (M.M. Music
Education 80) recently married
Jonathan Weaver. She is choral director
for Tipp City Public Schools and is a
member of the Dayton Bach Society.
Kimberly Phillips (B.F.A. Theatre Arts
Management 80) is the new community
relations director for the Camp Fire ·
Council of the Greater Dayton Area.
Prior to her new position, she was an
intern in the Dayton Philharmonic and
served as a marketing associate for the
Victory Theatre. Kimberly has been
technical coordinator for the Summer
Arts Festival of the Springfield Arts
Council and serves on the board of the
Dayton Playhouse as the vicechairwoman of Dance Theatre Da yton. Webb

Philip Rinehart (B.S. Marketing 79) is
employed by A.B. Dick Products tn
Springfield, Ohio. His wife, Candy Sue
Vest, is a senior at Wright State's School
of Nursing. She is employed at
Community Hospital in Springfield.
Bruce Rockwell (B.S. Marketing 79) is
an account executive with Compu
Serve. He recently married Erin Barrett.
He is a member of Pi Kappa Phi
Fraternity.

Jeffcott
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world," she said, "may later find it hard to adjust to
the homemaker role."
Depression is probably the most widespread of all
emotional disorders, though by its very nature it often
go s unrecognized. " Many people have depre sion,
but manag to come out of it on th ir own. For oth rs,
it' a major, continuing problem that interferes with
their functioning," Glaus said.
Our mobile, transitory society, along with the erosion
of the nuclear family, the psychologist said, has
aggravated the problem of depression. People used to
rely on their family and neighbors to discuss
problems, but now many have no family or friends in
the same city to seek out for help.
" One of the greatest preventive approaches to
depression is an extensive, varied social support
system," she said, " but unfortunately our social skills
haven't kept pace with the mobility of society. There
are many people who want and need emotional
relationships but have problems connecting."

and
s chop
io ogica
im lications
by John R. Alexander
ajor I ife events-the death of someone clo e,
marriag , or a hang of job -can bring it on; it an
go unn tic d orb totally incapa itating; and n arly
all individual xp ri n it at ome tim in th ir
live . D s rib d by th Gr k phy ician Hippo rates
a " melancholia," d pre sion remain one of the
commone t and yet most perplexing afflictions of
mankind.
Among the researchers attempting to unravel the
mysteries of depression and it treatment is Dr.
Kathleen Glaus, associate profe sor in Wright Stat
University' School of Profe ional Psychology.
Funded by more than $100,000 in grants from the
Ohio Department of Mental Health and Mental
Retardation, Glaus is studying 150 subjects to see
what links exist between depression and certain
physical factors.
Through her research, Glaus hopes to broaden
psychologists' understanding of the treatment of
depressed patients. As recenJly as 20 years ago, there
were few approaches to the problem. Today the
psychologist has a great number of options available,
she said.
''There are many approaches to depression
now-psychological, behaviorial and a number of
different antidepressant drugs," said Glaus from her
office at Green Memorial Hosptial. "Deciding
which form of treatment to use requires taking a
closer look at the type of depression you're dealing
with."
G laus, who came to Wright State in 1979 from a
faculty post at Emory University in Atlanta, will
attempt to separate depressed subjects in her study
into different types, or subgroups, according to their
responses to seven tests of biological function.
Working from the Psychophysiology Laboratory she
constructed at the School of Professional
Psychology's Kettering offices, Glaus is conducting
tests on 150 women volunteers-a depressed group
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and a nondepressed "control" group-using a
sophisticated array of computer and polygraph
equipment. Her polygraph, unlike the simple "lie
det tor" d vi
uti Ii zed by police departments,
r ord in gr at d tail biological information such a
kin condu tan , h rt rate, and r pi ration rate. Th
t t follow an exten ive medi al and psy hological
hi tory recorded for each ubj ct.
Glaus chose to study only women partly because
more women than men "carry the diagnosis" of
depression, possibly due to societal and cultural
attitudes that prevent many men from seeking help. In
addition, she said more women are available during
the day to volunteer for participation in the study.
omen have had increased problems with
depression in recent years as society's expectations
have evolved, Glaus said. Some have problems with
the conflicting roles of a career and caring for a
family, for example. "Some women who have been
through college and spent time in the working

part from this "i nnoculation" against major
depression through a large support group of fr:ends or
family, Glaus is quick to recommend professional
help for anyone suffering depression for an extended
period, saying "I encourage people to seek help
early."
Glaus will complete her research during the coming
year and aid she hopes her re ults may serve as a
ba is for tai I ring the treatment of depr sion to
variou " ubgrou ps" of biologi al types. Th great
variety of antidepre ive medications avai lab I
currently produce a trial and error process. If Glaus
succeeds in identifying certain physical traits of
depression so that the person can be successfully
treated by a particular medication, it will remove the
experimental nature of treatment for many depressed
individuals. Any depressed person showing that
particular biological reaction would immediately be
given the proper medication, rather than wasting
weeks attempting to find out which medication might
work best for that depressed person.
"With any given medication, it's difficult to know if it
will work," Glaus said. " If we are able to predict the
success of the drug, based on depressive subgroups,
then that would be a great step forward."

Dr. Claus in the
Psychophysiology
Laboratory at the School of
Professional Psychology's
offices in Kettering. In the
background is a
sophisticated biomedical
polygraph machine,.used
to measure six different
biological functions.

